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Silent pauses and interjections as cues marking out direct speech 
A cross-linguistic study on twelve language documentation corpora

Extending earlier work on silent pauses as prosodic cues used for borning direct speech (Gentti 
2011, Malibert & Vanhove 2015), this paper compares narrative speech in twelve areally and family 
diversed languages. Our investigation focuses on silent pauses and interjections and their coordina-
tion as speech devices marking out segments of speech as direct speech. The role of interjections as 
indicating the beginning of direct speech has already been reported for English (Norrick, 2015) and 
discussed during a typological workshop on direct speech (see https://blogs.helsinki.fi/speech-repre-
sentation/data-workshop-online-sessions/), but a proper cross-linguistic study is still to be done. The 
data presented in this communication come from subsets of language documentation corpora repre-
senting monologic narrative texts in :

Beja, (beja1238, Afro-Asiatic, Vanhove 2021) Bora (bora1263, Boran, Seifart 2021)

Nisvai (nisv1234, Austronesian/Oceanic, Aznar 
2021)

Dolgan (dolg1241, Turkic, Arkhipov 2021)

Arapaho (Algonquian, Cowell 2021) Movima (movi1243, Isolate, Haude, 2021)

Sanzhi (sanz1248,Caucasian/Daghestanian, 
Forker 2021)

Ruuli (ruul1235, Bantu, Witzlack-Makarevich, 
2021)

Mojeño Trinitario (trin1278, Arawakan, Rose 
2021)

Fanbyak (Austronesian/Oceanic, orko1234, Fran-
jieh 2021)

Northern Alta (nort2875, Austronesian, Garcia-
Laguia 2021)

Nuu (nngg1234, Tuu, Güldemann, Ernszt, Sieg-
mund & Witzlack-Makarevich, 2021)

Our study strongly relies on multiple automatic processing programs, notably Multitool for parsing 
annotation files, Jupyter (Kluyver et al. 2016) for documenting the processing steps, and corpora2-
corpus for compiling annotation files. By using Free software and open-access corpora, and by doc-
umenting the processing, we facilitate the repeatability and the reproducibility of the study.

After introducing our methodology, we produce a cross-corpora description of silent pauses, inter-
pausal units, interjections and direct speech. This description provides a context for interpreting the 
occurrences of silent pauses within the direct speech sequences. Using visualization technics and 
statistics, we then describe and compare the forms the direct speech sequences can take in the cor-
pora. We will see that, within this variety, the position of silent pauses and interjections used by 
speakers to mark the beginning or the end of the direct speech can be correlated with the typological 
characteristics of these languages. The recurrence of similar usages of interjections and silent 
pauses following typological characteristics is an argument supporting that silent pauses and inter-
jections are linguiscally motivated cues for the production of direct speech.

The study presented here has been developed within QUEST (QUAlity - ESTablished, see https://
cutt.ly/quest), an initiative funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
(BMBF) to promote quality standards, curation criteria and methods of quality assurance for lan-
guage corpora, and in cooperation with DoReCo (Paschen et al. 2020), which gather open-access 

https://cutt.ly/quest
https://cutt.ly/quest


language documentation corpora and provides transcription and glossing feedback to the corpus cre-
ators in order to be able to produce corpora where transcriptions are at time-aligned.
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